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ABSTBACT

Systematic dev ia t ions from the j ( j + l ) energy r u l e in t h e Su(3) l i m i t

of PTQM are s tudied and i n t e r p r e t e d in terms of s ignature from t h e r o t a t i o n a l

model. The s igna ture e f f e c t , which i s in t he r o t a t i o n a l model introduced v i a

t h e Cor io l i s fo rce , i s generated here "by the c o r r e l a t i o n s of PTQM.

The SU(6] quadrupole phonon model CTQM} [1-3] is a particular type of

qusdrupole phonon model in vhxCh. seme lo»-order anharmonic terms are neglected.

On the other hand, TQM is equivalent to the Interacting boson model (.IBM) [It—T] •

This equivalence vas extensively discussed 1^,5,8-16], "but it is not always

recognised in the literature. Any limiting symmetry or calculated result of

IBM Cwith phenomenological parameters] is at the same time also a result of TQM,

vith a linear relation betveeen the corresponding parameters of IBM and TQM (S,l6].

A parallel equivalence holds for the odd system, vhich is described by

coupling of the odd particle to the SU(6) core. The SU(6) particle-quadrupole

phonon coupling model (PTQM) [9,10,l8] is equivalent to the interacting boson-

fermion coupled model ClBFM) (19]. In Hefs. 1T,18 PTQM is formulated starting

from the Dyson representation for the odd system.

In the present paper particular attention ia paid to the SU(3) limit

of PTQM.

The Hamiltonian for ao odd—even nucleus in the framework of SU(6) symmetry

for quadrupole phonons is [lfi]

"p
(1)

Here Hp Is the spherical single-particle (or quasipartlcle) Hamiltonian and

H_ is the 3U(6) quadrupole-phonon Hamiltonian. In the SU(3) limit i t

is

Here, Q- is the .quadrupole collective operator In the SU(3) limit
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and I, is the angular momentum operator
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Here b is the creation operator of the quadrupole phonon, and

Cs)

tu)

with two parameters, T and A.

Thus, we have

The quantity H m is an integer parameter. It preaents the maximum number of

quadrupole phonons included in the configuration space. Thus, three parameters

appear in the operator H ^ t S t ^ ) ] : «,B and Hm.

The interaction between the odd quaslparticle and the quadrupole

vibrations consists of two terms, the ^2ynamical interaction H ^ . and the

exchange term

(8)

(9)

C,

j Jm >. The normal ordering (:) denotes that the contribution arising from

the commutator of b g and b^ should be removed. The expressions for the

strengths r and A. , . obtained from the Hyson representation, are
Jl->2 J1 J2 J3

given in lef. 18.

Let us consider the special case of a unique-parity state | J >
the valence shell. In this case, due to parity conservation, there is

in

Jg ~ = J

In this caae we hare

and

(10)
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HCu) (12)

where Hj^, [sa(3)], ̂  and ^ are given by Eqs. (2), (10) and (11)

respectively. The Hamiltonian (12) i s diagonaliaed in basis built from the

coupled particle-phonon states

, n * R; (13)

Here n,H and v denote the number of quadrupole phonons, the angular momentum
of this n-phonon state and eventual additional quantum number, respectively.

We have performed the diagonalization for two illustrative parametrizations:

(I) a = O.lt, B » -0.05, KB « 7, r = -0.3^5, A = 0 ,

(II) a = 0.1, B- 0.2, H - T, r = -0.790, A = 0.
III

The calculated energy spectrum reveals the analogues of Hilsson states

(lit)

(15)

9/21> , 17/2:L> ,

13/21> , |1/21> (16)

and the rotational-like bands based on them. In addition, B- and y-bands are
also generated, based on tlje B- and y-bands of the corresponding SU(3) core.
Tor the parametrization (I) 9- and y-banda l i e above a l l the analogues of
Hilsson states. For each state | K > the three lowest 0- and f-bands are:
the p-band based on (K.O^SI = K^ and the tvo y-bands based on
IK.2^;I • K * 2 y . Here 0^ and 2y are the states |2Sm-lt,2,0^ and
|2N - U , 2 , 2 \ , respectively, of the corresponding TQM core. These states
are obtained by diagonalizlng HTqH[SU<3)] in the basis | n v B ^ .
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The bands based on the analogues of Nilsson states for paraaetrization

(I) and (II) approximately satisfy the J(J+1) energy rule. However, there are

sytematic deviations. It turns out that these deviations can be interpreted

in terms of the signature, the concept which was introduced in the rotational

model 20': the branches with different signature [<T = (-)J+K] within each

band have energy parabolas displaced in opposite directions along the J axis.

The effect is strongest for K = -r bands. For the parametriaation (i)

there appears, moreover, an inversion of the normal spin sequence, i.e. the

state J = |- lies below the state J = —» J = g lies below J = ~, and so forth.

Consequently, we interpret the calculation results of PTQM in terms of the

strong coupling expression

E(K = \ , J) - A JCJ+1) (17)

We determine the parameter A, by equating the calculated energy differences

put

and ^ * , to the corresponding predictions of Eq.(lT). Here ve

tJjj, - J!, (K,J) - E(K,J') (18)

In this way we obtain for ( i ) : A^ = -U.10 , A J / A J -2. We note that the value

for A. can differ by about 20)t i f fitted to different energy spaeings of the

PTQM spectrum.

For a K * g- band we interpret the PTQM calculated results in terms of

the rotational signature-dependent expression

E(K « f, J) - E = AJ(J + 1) +

20)

- § • ) (19)

By equating the PTQM calculated energies A t , and
of (19) we get for the parametrization (I): Â  • 2.10

Ai to the predictions

5For the bands t » *,
V IT

9 11
J and -=•

we use the calculated PTQM energy
V IT

spacings &K+.y K >&K>8 K+7 ' respectively, and the approximate signature-
dependent expressions

due to the Coriolis effect in the rotational model is
20)

The present PTQM calculation produces the same order

It is veil known that the signature-dependent effects are strongest for
a K = -̂ band ana rapidly decrease with increasing K. In PTQM this feature is

reproduced, as seen from Table I. The correlations of PTQM are similar to the

effect of the Coriolis force in the aeformed representation. For example, the

signature parameter
-9

estimated A_ a;10 .

of magnitude for A_.

For the PTQM parametrization I used in our discussion, T < 0. Then,
p

the 3igns of the signature parameters a l ternate , i . e . K. , A , A < 0 and A^

\ , A.. > O. Then, for each K the branch of signature <r - (-) ~ *" i s shi f ted

down with respect to the branch of signature CT = (-)
On the other hand, for PTQM parameters ( I I ) , with T ? 0, the B- and

P

Y-bands are rather low and the pattern of signature i s different as seen from

Table I . It is observed that in this case al l the signature parameters Ag

are of, the same sign, except the smallest one, i . e . there is no alternating

behaviour. Furthermore, there appears a pronounced reduction of the signature

effect for K * T- band with respect to the previous ease.

It i s also interesting to compare the moments of inertia deduced from the

bands based on the analogues of NilsBOH states in PTQM vith the moments of

inertia deduced from the corresponding TQM core. For the parametrization ( l )

the TQM core has A - 0.010. The calculated PTQK spectrum has A • 0.0092 for the

K * ^-band, A = 0.0082 for the K » |-band and A - 0.0OT for the K * ^-band.

Thus, the.moments of inertia for the odd system in PTQM are somewhat larger
than the moment of inertia in the corresponding TQM core. This result i s

in accordance with the general trends of the rotational model

Concluding, we have shown that the SU(6) particle-quadrupole phonon

coupling model (PTQM) automatically generates the signature effects.
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E(K,J) - (20)

Whence, we obtain the paramete

in Table I.

, respectively. They are listed
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